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Abstract

Low-level jets (LLJs), wind speed maxima in the lower troposphere, impact several environmental and societal phenomena. In

this study we take advantage of the spatially and temporally complete meteorological dataset from ERA5 to present a global

climatology of LLJs taking into consideration their formation mechanisms, characteristics and trends during the period of

1992-2021. The global mean frequency of occurrence was of 21% with values of 32% and 15% for land and ocean. We classified

the LLJs into three regions: non-polar land (LLLJ), polar land (PLLJ) and coastal (CLLJ). Over LLLJ regions, the average

frequency of occurrence was of 20%, with 75% of them associated with a near-surface temperature inversion i.e. associated

with inertial oscillation at night. Over PLLJ regions the LLJs were also associated with a temperature inversion, but were

much more frequent (59%), suggesting other driving mechanisms than the nocturnal inversion. They were also the lowest and

the strongest LLJs. CLLJs were very frequent in some hotspots, specially on the west coast of the continents, with neutral

to unstable stratification close to the surfaces, that became more stably stratified with increasing height. We found distinct

regional trends in both the frequency and intensity of LLJs, potentially leading to changes in the emission and transport of

dust aerosols, polar ice and moisture over the world. However, it is currently unclear the evolution of the trends with global

warming and what the implications are for climate and weather extremes. Future studies will investigate long-term trends for

LLJs and the associated implications.
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Abstract11

Low-level jets (LLJs), wind speed maxima in the lower troposphere, impact several en-12

vironmental and societal phenomena. In this study we take advantage of the spatially13

and temporally complete meteorological dataset from ERA5 to present a global clima-14

tology of LLJs taking into consideration their formation mechanisms, characteristics and15

trends during the period of 1992–2021. The global mean frequency of occurrence was of16

21% with values of 32% and 15% for land and ocean. We classified the LLJs into three17

regions: non-polar land (LLLJ), polar land (PLLJ) and coastal (CLLJ). Over LLLJ re-18

gions, the average frequency of occurrence was of 20%, with 75% of them associated with19

a near-surface temperature inversion i.e. associated with inertial oscillation at night. Over20

PLLJ regions the LLJs were also associated with a temperature inversion, but were much21

more frequent (59%), suggesting other driving mechanisms than the nocturnal inversion.22

They were also the lowest and the strongest LLJs. CLLJs were very frequent in some23

hotspots, specially on the west coast of the continents, with neutral to unstable strat-24

ification close to the surfaces, that became more stably stratified with increasing height.25

We found distinct regional trends in both the frequency and intensity of LLJs, poten-26

tially leading to changes in the emission and transport of dust aerosols, polar ice and mois-27

ture over the world. However, it is currently unclear the evolution of the trends with global28

warming and what the implications are for climate and weather extremes. Future stud-29

ies will investigate long-term trends for LLJs and the associated implications.30

Plain Language Summary31

In this study, we investigated low-level jets (LLJs), strong winds in the lower at-32

mosphere that have significant environmental and societal impacts. Using a comprehen-33

sive weather dataset spanning from 1992 to 2021, we created a global map of LLJs, cat-34

egorizing them into three regions: non-polar land (LLLJ), polar land (PLLJ) and coastal35

(CLLJ). LLJs associated with temperature inversions were very common over land, but36

PLLJs were much more frequent. PLLJs were also the strongest and lowest. Coastal LLJs37

were prevalent on west coastlines and exhibited changing vertical temperature charac-38

teristics. On average, LLJs occurred in 21% of the time globally, with higher frequen-39

cies over land (32%) compared to the ocean (15%). Regional trends in LLJ frequency40

and intensity varied, with some areas experiencing more intense LLJs without changes41

in frequency while others presented an increase in both. The study emphasized the un-42

certainty surrounding the influence of LLJs on climate and weather extremes in a warm-43

ing world, with future research aiming at exploring LLJ trends and their broader impli-44

cations.45

1 Introduction46

Low-level jets (LLJ) are wind speed maxima in the lowest few hundred meters of47

the troposphere (Shapiro & Fedorovich, 2010; Ziemann et al., 2020). LLJs show a sharp48

decrease in wind speed above their core leading to the characteristic nose-like wind speed49

profile. They have diverse influences spanning from environmental to societal impacts,50

e.g. transport of moisture and pollutants (Angevine et al., 2006; R. Chen & Tomassini,51

2015), aviation safety (Blackadar, 1957; Wittich et al., 1986), formation of dust storms52

(Schepanski et al., 2009) and wind power production (Gutierrez et al., 2016; Lampert53

et al., 2016; E. W. Luiz & Fiedler, 2022). Furthermore, LLJs are perceived as a mech-54

anism for (sub)tropical moisture transport (Gimeno et al., 2016). They are also linked55

to the spatio-temporal variability of precipitation in certain regions, influencing the avail-56

ability of freshwater for consumption, agriculture and ecosystems (Algarra et al., 2019).57

LLJs therefore play a role in the hydrological cycle (Pan et al., 2004), including the oc-58

currence of droughts and floods (Algarra et al., 2019). Moreover, LLJs over coastal wa-59

ters influence sea-surface temperatures by driving the upwelling of cold nutrient-rich wa-60
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ters with implications for the regional ecosystems and economic activities (Semedo et61

al., 2016).62

In the classical theoretical description of inertial oscillations, LLJs develop due to63

the decoupling of nocturnal winds from the surface friction by the formation of a near-64

surface temperature inversion (Blackadar, 1957; Van de Wiel et al., 2010). These con-65

ditions typically occur over land at night, particularly during cloud-free conditions that66

allow strong radiative cooling near the surface (Sisterson & Frenzen, 1978; Beyrich, 1994).67

The associated weaker friction due to reduced eddy viscosity enables acceleration of the68

airflow aloft (Ziemann et al., 2020; Fiedler et al., 2013), with the development of a pro-69

nounced super-geostrophic wind speed maximum in the course of the night (Shapiro &70

Fedorovich, 2010). Such undisturbed inertial oscillations are a widely known formation71

mechanism of LLJs and are often called Nocturnal LLJs (NLLJ). In reality, the devel-72

opment of NLLJs diverts from the ideal fully decoupled and undisturbed inertial oscil-73

lation that was theoretically described by Blackadar (1957), due to reduced but not elim-74

inated frictional effects (B. J. Van de Wiel et al., 2010), the occurrence of intermittent75

turbulence at night (B. Van de Wiel et al., 2003) and non-stationary environmental con-76

ditions (E. W. Luiz & Fiedler, 2022). Moreover, LLJs with a co-occurring temperature77

inversion can also be driven by other mechanisms, e.g., in the absence of nocturnal cool-78

ing. For example, LLJs can be formed when a near-surface temperature inversion is formed79

by warm air advection over relatively cool near-surface air. The associated tilt of the iso-80

baric surfaces leads to a thermal wind that under certain conditions can manifest itself81

as a LLJ. LLJs have further been connected to synoptic- and mesoscale dynamical sys-82

tems (G. T.-J. Chen et al., 2006; Li & Du, 2021; Corrêa et al., 2021; E. Luiz & Fiedler,83

2023).84

LLJs are known to occur in different regions around the world that favor the de-85

velopment of different types. Common locations for LLJ occurrence are coastal upwelling86

regions (Lima et al., 2022), hot deserts (Heinold et al., 2013; Fiedler et al., 2013) and87

continental polar regions (Tuononen et al., 2015; Heinemann & Zentek, 2021). LLJs in88

hot desert areas are usually NLLJs, although a fraction of the LLJs are connected to con-89

vective cold pools (Heinold et al., 2013). LLJs in hot deserts have strong implications90

for the formation of dust storms (Fiedler et al., 2013; Z. Han et al., 2022). Likewise, LLJs91

happening in continental polar regions (PLLJs), or cold deserts, are generated by the92

stabilization of the atmospheric boundary layer via near-surface cooling or warm air ad-93

vection (Heinemann & Zentek, 2021). Other mechanisms for LLJ formation over cold94

deserts were also identified. The topography, for example, can lead to the formation of95

barrier winds, katabatic flows and tip jets, all of which may form wind profiles that can96

meet the LLJ criteria (Tuononen et al., 2015). In zones of high baroclinicity, such as syn-97

optic or mesoscale fronts along an ice edge, the vertical shear of the geostrophic wind98

and surface friction can lead to the generation of baroclinic LLJs (Jakobson et al., 2013;99

Heinemann et al., 2021).100

Coastal low-level jets (CLLJs) usually occur offshore of the west coast of different101

continents, e.g. USA, Chile/Peru, Australia, and Africa (Lima et al., 2022), with sea-102

sonal differences that depend on the region. In general, the differential heating leads to103

the formation of a high-pressure system over the ocean and a thermal low over land. The104

associated pressure differences lead to strong winds. Since the warm air subsides in the105

high pressure above the Marine Atmospheric Boundary Layer, and cooler, moist and well-106

mixed air resides above the ocean surface, the development of a temperature inversion107

in some distance to the surface happens (Beardsley et al., 1987). Reduced frictional ef-108

fects in the inversion layer allow the formation of a CLLJ, which is not unlike the con-109

dition for a NLLJ, but occurs in this case also during the day and at higher levels, with110

a maximum usually in the lowest 1000ṁ a.g.l. (Garreaud & Muñoz, 2005; Soares et al.,111

2014; Ranjha et al., 2013).112
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Figure 1. Location of the grid points selected for the analysis of LLJ types and the ra-

diosonde (RS) sites for the evaluation of LLJs in ERA5.

Multiple studies for individual processes driving LLJs in different world regions ex-113

ist, yet there is no global climatology accounting for more than single LLJ types with114

details on their relative occurrence frequencies and characteristics. In the present study,115

we take advantage of the spatially and temporally complete meteorological data with a116

sufficiently high spatial and temporal resolution as provided by the ERA5 reanalysis for117

1992–2021 and an automated detection algorithm for LLJs to better understand LLJs118

from a global perspective. As we will see later, ERA5 is adequate for compiling a global119

LLJ climatology. Our focus is on three main aspects: (1) the global quantification of dif-120

ferently driven LLJs, (2) the characterization of governing physical processes of LLJ in121

occurrence hotspot regions distributed across the world and (3) an assessment of past122

trends for LLJs with global warming. In so doing, we present a comprehensive global cli-123

matology of LLJs accounting for the different physical driving mechanisms for their de-124

velopment.125

2 Data and Methods126

2.1 ERA5127

ERA5 is the latest global reanalysis dataset from the European Centre for Medium-128

range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) (Hersbach et al., 2020). ERA5 combines a state-129

of-the-art weather model with historical measurements (satellites, weather stations, etc.)130

to obtain a spatially and temporally consistent dataset covering the years since 1940. ERA5131

provides global output for many different meteorological variables (Y. Han et al., 2021)132

on a grid with a horizontal resolution of about 30 km and 137 vertical levels. About 20133

levels are within the first 1000m a.g.l. giving a suitable vertical resolution to study LLJs.134

The temporal resolution of the output is variable, with hourly intervals being the finest135

resolution. For this work, we used data for wind speed, humidity, temperature and pres-136

sure on the model levels with a three-hourly resolution for 1992–2021 to compile the LLJ137

climatology over 30 years.138

2.2 LLJ detection and classification139

The identification and analysis of the LLJs in ERA5 are based on an automated140

detection algorithm developed earlier for the ERA-Interim reanalysis of ECMWF (Fiedler141
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Figure 2. Validation of LLJ occurrence frequency in ERA5. Shown are the monthly mean

number of LLJs detected in ERA5 and radiosondes at different sites. The comparison was done

for the years 2014 or 2015, as stated in the title of the figures, due to the availability of ra-

diosonde data. The selection of the sites (see Figure 1) is such that different climatic conditions

are covered.

et al., 2013). We follow the same approach, except that we here do the initial identifi-142

cation of LLJ based on the wind speed profiles alone. This choice is made to allow the143

additional identification of LLJs that are not formed in the presence of a near-surface144

temperature inversion for a holistic analysis of different LLJ types. The criteria in the145

algorithm are set such that the algorithm detects LLJs with a characteristic nose-like146

wind profile as in Fiedler et al. (2013) and E. W. Luiz and Fiedler (2022). The LLJ core147

was identified as the wind speed maximum in the lowest 1000m a.g.l. that satisfies the148

following criteria. First, a low-level wind speed maximum is identified as an LLJ if the149

vertical shear in the wind speed is more negative than –0.005 s-1 in the 500m deep layer150

above the LLJ core. Second, we require a difference in the wind speed between the same151

layers of at least 2ms−1. Both these criteria ensure a nose-like profile and exclude am-152

biguous cases. The detection algorithm was applied in every grid point to the three-hourly153

profiles over thirty years from ERA5.154

The statistical analysis of the LLJ output lead the separation of the analysis into155

three different regions. Non-polar land areas, which has the prevalence of NLLJs follow-156

ing the classical inertial oscillation theory at night were called land LLJ (LLLJ). Polar157

land regions, which present a high frequency of NLLJs, but also a high ammount of LLJs158

from different sources, were called Polar LLJ (PLLJ). Near-coast regions with a area of159

20 grid points around any land were called Coastal LLJ (CLLJ). The latter present the160

most different formation mechanism, as we will see later. Figure 1 marks the locations161

for the assessment of the dynamics of the different LLJ types at the mentioned regions.162
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We selected profiles in different locations where LLJs frequently form. From each of those163

praces, the grid point with the highest frequency of occurrence was selected to better un-164

derstand the dynamics of LLJs through performing composite analyses. The selected re-165

gions are the following.166

• A location in Antarctica and in Greenland were selected for studying PLLJs.167

• For CLLJ, six locations over the ocean were picked. The Benguela current and the168

coasts of West USA, Chile/Peru, West Africa, West Australia and Oman.169

• LLLJs were analyzed in the hot desert climates of the Saharan desert in Chad in170

North Africa and the Taklamakan desert in China, a region with semi-arid climate171

in Brazil and a temperate climate in Germany.172

For the dynamical assessment of the LLJs, we used two different metrics for the173

atmospheric stability and the momentum flux, namely the vertical gradient in the vir-174

tual potential temperature (∆θv) and the Richardson Number (Ri). A stably stratified175

air layer is characterized by an increase of θv with height. We here require ∆θv > 0.001176

Km−1 for stable conditions to inform us about the co-occurrence of inversions with LLJs.177

Moreover, Ri provides information on the influence of the tendency of shear-induced ver-178

tical mixing which can be strong during LLJs. Large Ri values imply that the effect of179

the stable stratification is stronger than the effect of shear-driven turbulent mixing. The180

critical threshold for the transition between stable and unstable conditions is about 0.25,181

i.e., turbulence occurs when Ri is smaller than this threshold (Peng et al., 2022).182

2.3 Validation of approach183

We validated to what extent observed LLJs are reproduced by ERA5, applying the184

automated detection algorithm for LLJs to co-located profiles from ERA5 and radioson-185

des. To that end, we selected stations with quality-controlled radiosondes (RSs), obtained186

from the department of Atmospheric Science of the University of Wyoming. The cho-187

sen stations encompass different climates around the world and are situated in Perth (Aus-188

tralia), Lindenberg (Germany), Santa Maria (Brazil), Niamey (Niger), Danmakshavn (Green-189

land), and Akita (Japan). Figure 1 shows the locations of the analyzed sites. Although190

some of the RSs have been assimilated, it is useful to make this comparison. ERA5 for191

instance also assimilates data from satellite measurements and surface meteorological192

stations, assigns different weights to the different datasets for generating the analysis,193

performs an interpolation of the observation in time and space to match the model grid,194

and also depends on the forecast model state at the time of assimilation which is jointly195

influencing the analysis. Hence, we expect differences in the LLJs in RSs and ERA5 which196

we indeed see, but the general temporal variability of LLJs follows very similar patterns197

in across the different sites assessed here.198

Specifically, the month-to-month variability in detected LLJs from the RSs is well199

reproduced by ERA5. Figure 2 shows the monthly co-variability of the number of LLJs200

in ERA5 and the RSs during one year at the sites. From those, the Probability of De-201

tection (POD), comparing ERA5 to the RSs, ranged from 0.47 in Lindenberg (Germany)202

to 0.73 in Perth (Australia). The False Alarm Rate (FAR) ranged from 0.32 in Akita203

(Japan) to 0.6 in Niamey (Niger). Testing other sites than the ones included here led204

to similar results (not shown). It suggests that the month-to-month variability in the205

LLJ frequency of occurrence is reasonably well represented by ERA5. Also, the charac-206

terization of the LLJs by ERA5 is sufficiently good for our purposes. The average wind207

speed at the LLJ core was for instance very similar in ERA5 and the RSs (∼11ms−1)208

with the LLJ core heights being underestimated by ERA5, with an average of 417m in209

ERA5 against 537m in the RSs of the analyzed sites. Note that the global average and210

averages over other sites can deviate from these numbers. For example, the ERA5 av-211
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erage LLJ core in Lindenberg (Germany) was slightly higher in ERA5, while in Santa212

Maria (Brazil) and Niamey (Niger), they were much lower.213

Figure 3. Spatial pattern of the occurrence frequency of LLJs in percent of all profiles.

Shown are (a–c) the total frequency of occurrence of LLJs, (d–f) the frequency of occurrence

of LLJs during stable conditions from the surface until the LLJ core, and (g–l) the same as (d–f)

but for the lowest 100m a.g.l. The left column shows the mean over all months, the middle for

December, January, and February (DJF), and the right column for June, July, and August (JJA).

*Stable LLJs were considered when ∆θv > 0.001Km−1, i.e. when we found the presence of a

temperature inversion. The results are based on ERA5 for 1992–2021.

3 Results214

3.1 Global LLJ occurrence215

The global climatology of the frequency of occurrence of LLJs highlights several216

regional hotspots, including the continental polar regions and the offshore regions off the217

west coast of continents. Moreover, hot desert regions frequently witness LLJs, e.g. the218

Sahara and the Taklamakan deserts. Figure 3a–c shows the global frequency of LLJs av-219

eraged for all months, for winter and summer. Some regions show a pronounced seasonal220

variability in the LLJ occurrence frequency. Take for instance the Australian West Coast221

and Oman’s East Coast, which have a maximum LLJ occurrence in just one of the two222

seasons (Figure 3b–c). Other regions have relatively similar LLJ occurrence throughout223

the year with slight differences in the exact location of the regional maximum, e.g. a small224

North-South difference in the maximum at the West African Coast. Also the land re-225

gions near the poles, namely Greenland and Antarctica, frequently see LLJs which are226

slightly more often occurring during polar night.227

Figure 3d-i shows the frequency of occurrence of LLJs in the presence of a temper-228

ature inversion layer. Here, we compute the atmospheric stability based on the vertical229
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Figure 4. Spatial patterns of LLJ characteristics. Shown are the means for (a) wind speeds

and (b) heights in the core of LLJs, and (c–f) the seasonal differences in the mean for December,

January, and February (DJF), and June, July, and August (JJA). The dashed areas mask regions

where the LLJ frequency of occurrence was smaller than 15%. The results are based on ERA5 for

1992–2021.

gradient in the virtual potential temperature from the surface until the LLJ core (Fig-230

ure 3 d–f) and in the lowest 100m a.g.l. (Figure 3g–i). LLJs in the absence of an inver-231

sion layer are typically less frequent. Coastal LLJs typically have no near-surface tem-232

perature inversion (e.g. in the lowest 100m a.g.l), but present it accounting for all lay-233

ers below the LLJ core, as indicated by the higher frequency of occurrence of LLJs for234

these conditions. Over regions offshore of coasts, we typically see a well-mixed marine235

boundary layer at the lowest levels underneath the LLJ core with an inversion above it.236

Most of LLJs without an inversion in the lowest levels happen over the ocean at up-welling237

regions west of the continents. On land, most of the LLJs happen with the presence of238

a near-surface temperature inversion, with formation mechanisms connected to inertial239

oscillations. During NLLJ, we still have a lower amount of weaker LLJs when the tem-240

perature inversion is broken by surface warming, which may account for the LLJs with-241

out the inversion presence. A detailed analysis of the vertical structure of the atmosphere242

for the different LLJ types and regions will be done in the next chapters.243

The global mean in the frequency of occurrence of LLJs is 21%. It is important to244

mention that this is an average over all grid points and the regions closest to the poles245

have a higher weight. The mean frequencies for LLJs with a simultaneous appearance246

of an inversion measured by ∆θv > 0.001 Km−1 from surface until the LLJ core (in the247

lowest 100m a.g.l.) occur in 15% (12%) of the profiles. The slight difference in the oc-248

currence frequency of the LLJs with inversion layers at different altitudes can be explained249

by the neutral to unstable stratification close to ocean surfaces that become more sta-250

bly stratified with increasing height. Specifically, the frequency of occurrence of LLJs251

–8–
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Figure 5. Statistics of different LLJ types at the selected locations. Shown are the (a) LLJ

frequency of occurrence in % of all profiles, (b) percentage of LLJs with co-occurring virtual po-

tential temperature gradient of ∆θv > 0.001Km−1 in the lowest 100m a.g.l., (c) percentage of

LLJs with the Richardson Number in the below the LLJ core Ri > 0.25, (d) statistics of the wind

speed and (e) height of the LLJ cores showing the means (red), quartiles (box), and the 25 and

75 percentiles (whiskers). The vertical dashed lines separate (left to right) PLLJs, LLLJs, and

CLLJs. The locations are marked in Figure 1.

averaged over oceans for all LLJ cases, with a stable stratification below the LLJ core252

and those with a surface temperature inversion in the lowest 100ṁ a.g.l is 15%, 8% and253

5%, respectively. On land, the differences associated with a temperature inversion are254

less apparent, with average frequencies of occurrence of LLJs of 28–32%. On average,255

the frequency of occurrence of LLJs on land is higher than over the oceans, because many256

regions over the ocean have very small LLJ frequency of occurrence. This can be seen257

by the mask made for regions with frequency of occurrence smaller than 15% from Fig-258

ure 4.259

3.2 Global LLJ characteristics260

Globally averaged, the mean wind speed of LLJs is about 12ms−1, with a differ-261

ence at the order of 10% (< 1ms−1) when we compute the average over ocean and land262
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regions separately. The mean height of the LLJ cores differs more between the ocean with263

419m against land with 325m. The global average of the LLJ core height is 371m. Ac-264

counting for the co-occurrence of a temperature inversion for LLJs has a marginal in-265

fluence on the globally averaged wind speed and height of the LLJ cores. The average266

height of LLJs for regions with frequencies of occurrence higher than 15% and a co-occurring267

temperature inversion, measured by ∆θv > 0.001 Km−1 underneath the LLJ core, is for268

instance 387m.269

Figure 4a–b shows the spatial patterns of wind speed and height of the LLJ cores270

averaged for 1992–2021 with a mask over the regions with frequency of occurence smaller271

than 15%. The value of 15% was chosen in this study as an objective criterion to ana-272

lyze the regions with the main LLJ types defined here. The LLJ heights in both Antarc-273

tica and Greenland are less than 200m a.g.l. which is lower compared to most other re-274

gions. The wind speed in the core of LLJs in these cold deserts is around 12ms−1 which275

is stronger compared to most other land regions. Over ocean regions, stronger wind speeds276

in LLJ cores are seen in the extra-tropical storm tracks of both hemispheres, at around277

latitudes of 50◦. Here the LLJ profiles can be connected with frontal systems associated278

with extra-tropical cyclones. Interestingly, the height of LLJ cores increases over oceans279

from the poles towards the equator, consistent with the deeper boundary layer over warmer280

tropical waters relative to cooler sea-surface temperatures towards the poles.281

Seasonal differences in the LLJ intensity show a remarkably consistent hemispheric282

asymmetry, with typically stronger (weaker) LLJs across most of the summer (winter)283

hemisphere compared to the annual mean (Figure 4c–f). The asymmetry in the LLJ strength284

is most pronounced in the extra-tropics than in the tropics consistent with the stronger285

seasonal variation in near-surface temperatures. Typically higher summertime bound-286

ary layers over land in the extra-tropics also lead to regionally higher LLJ cores relative287

to the annual mean, e.g., for many mid-latitude regions in the northern hemisphere and288

over Australia during the summer seasons. An interesting opposite behavior of the de-289

scribed seasonality of the regional LLJ characteristics in the extra-tropics is seen along290

the coast of Oman. Here, the wind speed and height of the LLJ cores are higher (lower)291

during the winter (summer) months compared to the annual mean, due to its different292

driving mechanism: the Indian Monsoon (Ranjha et al., 2015).293

3.3 LLJ Regions294

We analyze LLJ dynamics in more detail for the three different regions inspired by295

existing classifications from the literature (see Methods Section for details), namely non-296

polar land low-level jets (LLLJs), coastal low-level jets (CLLJs) and polar low-level jets297

(PLLJs). Examples of averaged wind profiles for the year 2018 are found in Figure S1298

from all locations marked in Figure 1. PLLJs were the strongest and lowest LLJs amongst299

the locations assessed here. In Antarctica, LLJs can have core wind speeds exceeding 20ms−1
300

at heights well below 200m a.g.l.. The PLLJs are, therefore, much lower than LLJs formed301

by reduced dynamical friction in hot deserts. The LLLJs locations presented the high-302

est cores compared to all LLJ locations assessed, e.g., the Bodélé Depression in Chad,303

North Africa, has high NLLJ cores around 500m a.g.l. in the mean for 2018.304

We systematically assessed the regional LLJ differences by statistical analyses over305

the entire 30-year period with Figure 5, including atmospheric stability metrics, height306

and speed of the LLJ cores as well as the frequency of occurrence of the LLJs. Again,307

we can see the lower heights and higher wind speeds of PLLJs, while the highest LLJs308

are found at the LLLJ locations. CLLJs and LLLJs have similar wind speed character-309

istics. Most LLLJs coincide with stable stratification directly below the LLJ core, which310

allows for the balance of shear-induced mixing of momentum by the LLJ. This can be311

seen by the high simultaneity of LLJs and Richardson Numbers larger than 0.25 from312

surface until the LLJ core. The Brazilian site is an exception with less than 50% of the313
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LLJs having Richardson numbers exceeding 0.25. It implies that the LLJs here are typ-314

ically less stable compared to the other locations, which implies some downward mix-315

ing of momentum. This aspect is further assessed in the following.316

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of different LLJ types. Depicted are the conditions for the the-

ory of an inertial oscillation (Blackadar, 1957) and the LLJ types analyzed in this study.

3.3.1 Non-polar land low-level jets (LLLJ)317

In general, LLLJ regions present high frequency of NLLJs, which are formed by a318

mechanism similar to a inertial oscillation and usually occur during the night, when ra-319

diative cooling allows the formation of a near-surface temperature inversion. These mech-320

anisms are schematically depicted in Figure 6a–b following the idealized theory of an in-321

ertial oscillation from (Blackadar, 1957) and accounting for non-stationary effects that322

are common in reality. The average frequency of occurrence over LLLJ areas is about323

20%, with 75% of them coinciding with a near-surface temperature inversion. From the324

picked LLLJ locations (Figure 5), more than 50% of the LLLJ profiles coincide with a325

near-surface temperature inversion, measured by a mean of ∆θv > 0.001 Km−1 over the326

lowest 100m a.g.l.. Similarly, a stable stratification underneath the most LLLJ locations327

allows a relatively stable development of LLJs, as measured by Ri > 0.25.328

To better understand the development of NLLJs, Figure 7a–b shows a case study329

for an NLLJ in North Africa with a wind speed profile that is closest to the mean NLLJ330

profile for 2018. We see the transition from a well-mixed daytime boundary layer to the331

evening formation of a near-surface inversion. It implies increasing static stability after332

sunset (19 LST) initially seen as an increase in θv with height close to the surface. This333
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Figure 7. Case studies for the development of different LLJ types representative of their re-

spective mean at the same location. Shown are the vertical profiles of (left) the wind speed and

(right) the virtual potential temperature for the LLJ location and time stated in the title. The

solid black lines are the wind profile of the selected LLJ that is most similar to the average for

the LLJs at the same location in 2018. Shading marks the area of ±1σ, one standard deviation.

Colored lines are the profiles for different hours before and after the selected LLJ to illustrate the

development.

development continues by further surface cooling, deepening of the inversion layer up to334

600m a.g.l. in the course of the night. Simultaneously an NLLJ develops with the char-335

acteristic nocturnal acceleration of the air motion several hundred meters above the sur-336

face with a maximum at 04 LST and a subsequent slight deceleration associated with337

the turning of the wind field driven by the Coriolis force. The mid-morning breakdown338

of the NLLJ is associated with morning heating leading to a well-mixed boundary layer339

at 10 LST. At that time, the momentum of the NLLJ has been transferred to the sur-340

face and the core now appears about 100m higher than at night.341

The development of NLLJs at the Brazilian location can behave differently caus-342

ing the lowest number of stable LLJs (compare Figure 5). Figure 7c–d shows the case343

study for a NLLJ in Brazil that is close to the 2018 mean. The wind speed profile of the344

NLLJ has characteristics similar to North Africa. However, in Brazil the inversion and345

hence the stability during the NLLJ was much weaker directly underneath the NLLJ and346

shallower until midnight compared to North Africa. The inversion decayed already dur-347

ing the night, specifically a well-mixed boundary layer is seen at 03 LST interrupting the348

nocturnal acceleration of the air motion. The momentum is subsequently transfered to-349

wards the surface causing the disappearance of the NLLJ already at 06 LST, much ear-350

lier than in North Africa.351

In both case studies the wind speed in the core of the NLLJ is sub-geostrophic through-352

out the lifetime and there is no ideal change in the wind direction over time as one would353

expect from the theory of (Blackadar, 1957) (not shown). Deviations from the theory354

are to be expected since the assumption of stationarity is not fulfilled. Some cases, how-355

ever, can show supergeostrophy. We see, for instance, for the NLLJ case study for Ger-356

many, a clear circular cyclonic change in the wind direction in the course of the night357

leading to a supergeostrophic wind speed in the NLLJ core, e.g., at 23 LST and 01 LST358
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(Figure S2). Supergeostrophy is expected from the theory but it is predicted to be a much359

smoother and gradual development, indicating that also in this case study non-stationary360

effects influenced the development of the NLLJ.361

3.3.2 Polar low-level jets (PLLJ)362

PLLJs are common throughout the year and mostly co-occur with a temperature363

inversion (Figure 5), namely in 90% of the cases in Antarctica and Greenland. The av-364

erage frequency of occurrence of PLLJ over Antartica and Greenland is very high, about365

59%; with some locations having values above 90%. This is broadly consistent with pre-366

vious studies (e.g. Tuononen et al. (2015); Heinemann and Zentek (2021)). The devel-367

opment of PLLJs is similar to inertial oscillations that one expected due to near-surface368

inversion formed by little irradiance in polar nights causing low surface temperatures through-369

out the day for several months (Figure 6c). The very high frequency of LLJs coincid-370

ing with a near-surface temperature inversion (99%) at PLLJ regions suggest other dif-371

ferent driving mechanism than NLLJs, since they also happen during day time. PLLJs372

can then be further favored by the cold surface, complex topography and baroclinicity373

(Tuononen et al., 2015).374

Figure 7e–f shows a case study for Antarctica. It shows a snapshot of a long-lived375

PLLJ with a core at around 100m with wind speeds of more than 20ms−1. It occurs dur-376

ing stably stratified conditions that show only little variation over time with a partic-377

ularly strong inversion around the LLJ core. Similar conditions can also be seen in Green-378

land (not shown). The case studies at both locations also showed a circular change of379

the wind direction over time, with a clockwise (anticlockwise) turning in Greenland (Antarc-380

tica) due to the Coriolis force. The selected case shown here for Antarctica also reached381

supergeostrophic wind speeds in the LLJ core, but this is not always the case, as sug-382

gested by the subgeostrophic PLLJ in a case assessed over Greenland (not shown).383

Most continental LLJs, thus PLLJs and NLLJs have wind directions depending on384

the regional weather patterns causing differently oriented geostrophic wind vectors (Fig-385

ure S3). It is interesting that they have a clearly prevailing direction per location. North386

African NLLJs, for instance, primarily have northeasterly directions (Figure S4), con-387

sistent with earlier findings based on another reanalysis (Fiedler et al., 2013). The largest388

spread in LLJ directions is seen for the location in Germany, consistent with different389

weather patterns driving LLJs there (E. W. Luiz & Fiedler, 2022).390

3.3.3 Coastal low-level jets (CLLJ)391

Most CLLJs form offshore off the west coast of continents. On average, the frequency392

of occurrence over the coast (19%) is bit higher than the frequency of occurrence over393

all ocean (15%). Differently from LLLJ regions, we can see some hotspots with values394

close to 90% for the CLLJ regions. These LLJs develop under different conditions than395

NLLJs and PLLJs (Figure 6d). CLLJs are rarely associated with a near surface temper-396

ature inversion. They occur most often during neutral to unstable atmospheric condi-397

tions in the mean over the lowest 100m a.g.l.. The case study for West Africa shows that398

the boundary layer is rather neutral stratified close to the surface and becomes stably399

stratified around the CLLJ core (Figure 7g–h). Above the LLJ core, θv particularly strongly400

increased with height; an indicative of a stable stratification. Amongst CLLJ locations,401

Oman has most frequently a near-surface inversion, but this is still about 50% of the cases;402

less frequent than for PLLJs and most LLLJs (Figure 5b).403

Depending on their location, CLLJs might undergo a strong seasonal cycle. The404

Benguela CLLJ, for example, can occur throughout the year, with differences in its mean405

frequency and the location of the maximum. Such differences depend primarily on the406

zonal pressure gradient near the surface (Lima et al., 2019). Differently, the seasonal cy-407
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cle of CLLJ in Australia is strong, with a maximum in the frequency of occurrence dur-408

ing austral summer. The Oman CLLJ is unique by its location, synoptic forcing and its409

link to South Asia Monsoon (Ranjha et al., 2015). Hence it behaves differently through-410

out the year, with a maximum frequency of occurrence during July and August. The wind411

directions of CLLJs are typically parallel to the coastlines and usually towards the equa-412

tor (S3 and S4). Again, Oman is the exception due to it’s different dynamical forcing.413

3.4 Past changes of LLJs414

We assess to what extent LLJs might have changed during the past decades by com-415

puting linear trends (Figure 8a). The global averaged frequency of occurrence trend is416

of 0.02%/year. There are regionally positive trends in the annually averaged frequency417

of occurrence of LLJs in the Arctic and eastern equatorial regions of the Atlantic and418

Pacific. The location with the largest positive trend is seen in the southern part of the419

Caribbean Sea. The positive trends in the Arctic and also in southern Greenland and420

western USA were especially strong during boreal winter. Amongst the selected loca-421

tions for case studies, Chile/Peru had also an increase in the LLJ frequency of occur-422

rence over time that is statistically significant at the 95% level of significance. Negative423

trends in the frequency of occurrence of LLJs are seen in the southern Indian Ocean, and424

to the southwest of the regions with positive trends in the Atlantic and Pacific. There425

is also a strong negative trend in the Barents Sea, which is most pronounced during bo-426

real winter. Also, Northeast of the Oman LLJ region, a strong negative trend was seen427

during boreal summer, but is not seen in the annual mean. Amongst the locations for428

case studies, only Chile/Peru presented a positive trend.429

Trends in the LLJ core wind speed (Figure 8b) are typically negative (positive) North430

(South) of 20 degrees North, with a global average of 0.02ms−1year−1. Most positive431

trends are seen over Antarctica, central and northeast Africa, and offshore of the west-432

ern coasts of Africa. Negative trends were detected over central and eastern Europe, north-433

ern India, and the northern Pacific. Amongst the locations for case studies, Antarctica,434

Chile/Peru, North Africa, and West Africa had positive trends in the LLJ wind speed,435

whereas Germany had a negative trend.436

4 Discussion437

Some regions have seen higher frequency and intensity of LLJs over the past 30 years.438

Over the Amazon region, for example, the mean frequency of occurrence is relatively low,439

but our results indicate an increase in their frequency and intensity. These trends can440

imply changes in the precipitation in the Southern Amazonia and the La Plata River Basin.441

For instance, the amount of atmospheric moisture transported by the South American442

LLJ is comparable to the Amazon River (Arraut et al., 2012). This may increase the cli-443

mate change impacts related to changes in land use (particularly deforestation) due to444

its influence on the water cycle (Zemp et al., 2014).445

LLJs frequently form in desert areas such as Northern Africa (Fiedler et al., 2013).446

The NLLJs in Northern Africa play an important role in emitting mineral dust into the447

atmosphere (Schepanski et al., 2009; Heinold et al., 2013; Knippertz & Todd, 2012), which448

are known for several different impacts in the Earth system (Prospero et al., 2002; Wash-449

ington et al., 2003). In some parts of North Africa, specifically in the Sahel, our results450

suggest a decreasing frequency of occurrence but little change elsewhere. The intensity451

of NLLJs, however, has increased over comparably larger regions in eastern parts of North452

Africa, including the Bodélé Depression in Chad which has been named as the dustiest453

place on Earth. These trends might have led to a change in regional dust storm frequency454

and intensity, e.g., a tendency to more intense dust storms associated with NLLJs in the455

Bodélé Depression and beyond.456
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Figure 8. Past trends for LLJs for 1992–2021. Shown are the statistically significant linear

trends in (a) the frequency of occurrence of LLJs and (b) the wind speed in the LLJ core. The

results are based on ERA5 and for a 95% level of significance using the Mann Kendal test.

Changes in LLJs over the ocean can have implications for the transport of mois-457

ture, known to play a role in the hydrological cycle in several regions of the world, e.g.,458

for the Asian monsoon systems. In particular, the Gulf of Bengal and the Indian Ocean459

function as primary reservoirs of moisture for the India Monsoon LLJ, the Southeast Asia460

Monsoon LLJ, and the China Monsoon LLJ (Algarra et al., 2019). We found no signif-461

icant changes in the frequency of occurrence of the India Monsoon LLJ. However, in off-462

shore regions along the coast of Oman and Somalia, we can see an increase in the LLJ463

intensity, while Northern India experiences a negative trend in the mean LLJ wind speed.464

These changes may have repercussions on the moisture advection potentially affecting465

precipitation formation downwind during the Indian summer monsoon.466

We can see large areas with positive trends in wind speed at the LLJ core, and also467

at the fixed level of 100m (not shown). Close to the surface (2–10m), previously reported468

trends in wind speed are negative in different parts of the world (McVicar et al., 2012).469

The authors point to a global decrease in the wind speed near the surface, based on the470

results from different studies. The results discussed here concern the past changes of LLJs.471
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Future trends may not necessarily be the same. For example, Semedo et al. (2016) as-472

sessed changes in CLLJs, through experiments with the CMIP5 model EC-Earth for fu-473

ture scenarios. The model projected the largest regional increase in the frequency of oc-474

currence, intensity, and height of LLJs for the Iberian Peninsula and the Oman CLLJs.475

CLLJ regions show in their study negative trends in the LLJ core wind speed, e.g., in476

West USA and West Africa. Different from the future development, we detected posi-477

tive trends in the frequency of occurrence of CLLJ for the past that were regionally seen478

elsewhere, e.g., in Chile/Peru and West Africa.479

LLJs also have impacts on wind power production, e.g., offshore wind power due480

to the high frequency of occurrence of CLLJs. Locations with more frequent and more481

intense CLLJs can be strongly affected since wind speed at the rotor layer can be strongly482

connected to the LLJ intensities. However, negative impacts on the wind turbines shall483

be also taken into consideration due to the higher shear connected to LLJs (E. W. Luiz484

& Fiedler, 2022). In addition, long LLJ events can also decrease wind variability (Kamath,485

2010; Wimhurst & Greene, 2019), having a positive impact on the grid stability. Increased486

future LLJ frequency could therefore reduce the occurrence of ramp events in offshore487

areas (CLLJs) as well as over land (NLLJs).488

5 Conclusion489

A global climatology of low-level jets (LLJs) based on ERA5 was compiled with490

a focus on different driving mechanisms. The analysis encompasses the years 1992–2021491

using the latest ECMWF reanalysis. Given the improvements in ERA5 compared to its492

predecessors for LLJ analysis (Lima et al., 2022), particularly the higher spatial and tem-493

poral resolution, improved data assimilation schemes, and an increased amount of as-494

similated observations, this study was able to analyze regional circulation features and495

characteristics of the associated LLJs.496

The global mean frequency of occurrence was of 21%, with averages of 32% and497

15% over land and ocean. The results were also presented over three specific regions with498

some differences on the main LLJ formation mechanism, as follow: non-polar land (LLLJ),499

polar (PLLJ) and coastal LLJs (CLLJ). The following findings were found:500

• Over LLLJ areas, the most common LLJ type follows NLLJ formation mechanism,501

which is based by the classical theory of inertial oscillation over land. Interestingly,502

NLLJs are not dominating the LLJ formation from a global perspective, with mean503

occurrence frequencies of 20% over LLLJ regions. Some exceptions over the world504

can be metioned, e.g. the Bodélé Depression which stands out as a desert NLLJ505

hotspot globally.506

• Over PLLJ areas, NLLJ can be also very frequent specially due to the prolonged507

stable and shallow boundary layer in polar winter, making the PLLJs the lowest508

and strongest LLJ. However, due to their extremely high frequencies, getting to509

values higher than 90%, also during day time, they can be further favored by other510

factors e.g. cold polar surfaces and katabatic winds over the ice shelf (Jakobson511

et al., 2013; Heinemann et al., 2021).512

• CLLJs have different characteristics compared to NLLJs and PLLJs. There is no513

surface temperature inversion co-occurring with CLLJs but an elevated inversion514

layer around the core of the CLLJ that maintains their stability. Despite similar515

frequency of occurrence to LLLJ regions (19%), CLLJ present hotspots with val-516

ues around 90%, specially on the west coast of the continents. The favorable con-517

ditions for the CLLJ formation are the presence of an elevated temperature in-518

version, e.g., due to the subsidence of air in the trade wind regions over cold wa-519

ters from coastal upwelling and/or the advection of hot desert air over the rela-520

tively cool marine boundary layer offshore of the coast.521
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Our trend analysis indicates past changes in both the frequency and intensity of522

regional LLJs, including major sources for dust aerosols, polar ice, and moisture trans-523

port. It is currently unclear how these trends will continue with global warming and what524

the implications are, e.g., for climate feedbacks and weather extremes. Given the known525

relevance of LLJs under the current climate conditions, future studies will investigate526

long-term trends for LLJs and the associated implications in a warming world.527
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Abstract11

Low-level jets (LLJs), wind speed maxima in the lower troposphere, impact several en-12

vironmental and societal phenomena. In this study we take advantage of the spatially13

and temporally complete meteorological dataset from ERA5 to present a global clima-14

tology of LLJs taking into consideration their formation mechanisms, characteristics and15

trends during the period of 1992–2021. The global mean frequency of occurrence was of16

21% with values of 32% and 15% for land and ocean. We classified the LLJs into three17

regions: non-polar land (LLLJ), polar land (PLLJ) and coastal (CLLJ). Over LLLJ re-18

gions, the average frequency of occurrence was of 20%, with 75% of them associated with19

a near-surface temperature inversion i.e. associated with inertial oscillation at night. Over20

PLLJ regions the LLJs were also associated with a temperature inversion, but were much21

more frequent (59%), suggesting other driving mechanisms than the nocturnal inversion.22

They were also the lowest and the strongest LLJs. CLLJs were very frequent in some23

hotspots, specially on the west coast of the continents, with neutral to unstable strat-24

ification close to the surfaces, that became more stably stratified with increasing height.25

We found distinct regional trends in both the frequency and intensity of LLJs, poten-26

tially leading to changes in the emission and transport of dust aerosols, polar ice and mois-27

ture over the world. However, it is currently unclear the evolution of the trends with global28

warming and what the implications are for climate and weather extremes. Future stud-29

ies will investigate long-term trends for LLJs and the associated implications.30

Plain Language Summary31

In this study, we investigated low-level jets (LLJs), strong winds in the lower at-32

mosphere that have significant environmental and societal impacts. Using a comprehen-33

sive weather dataset spanning from 1992 to 2021, we created a global map of LLJs, cat-34

egorizing them into three regions: non-polar land (LLLJ), polar land (PLLJ) and coastal35

(CLLJ). LLJs associated with temperature inversions were very common over land, but36

PLLJs were much more frequent. PLLJs were also the strongest and lowest. Coastal LLJs37

were prevalent on west coastlines and exhibited changing vertical temperature charac-38

teristics. On average, LLJs occurred in 21% of the time globally, with higher frequen-39

cies over land (32%) compared to the ocean (15%). Regional trends in LLJ frequency40

and intensity varied, with some areas experiencing more intense LLJs without changes41

in frequency while others presented an increase in both. The study emphasized the un-42

certainty surrounding the influence of LLJs on climate and weather extremes in a warm-43

ing world, with future research aiming at exploring LLJ trends and their broader impli-44

cations.45

1 Introduction46

Low-level jets (LLJ) are wind speed maxima in the lowest few hundred meters of47

the troposphere (Shapiro & Fedorovich, 2010; Ziemann et al., 2020). LLJs show a sharp48

decrease in wind speed above their core leading to the characteristic nose-like wind speed49

profile. They have diverse influences spanning from environmental to societal impacts,50

e.g. transport of moisture and pollutants (Angevine et al., 2006; R. Chen & Tomassini,51

2015), aviation safety (Blackadar, 1957; Wittich et al., 1986), formation of dust storms52

(Schepanski et al., 2009) and wind power production (Gutierrez et al., 2016; Lampert53

et al., 2016; E. W. Luiz & Fiedler, 2022). Furthermore, LLJs are perceived as a mech-54

anism for (sub)tropical moisture transport (Gimeno et al., 2016). They are also linked55

to the spatio-temporal variability of precipitation in certain regions, influencing the avail-56

ability of freshwater for consumption, agriculture and ecosystems (Algarra et al., 2019).57

LLJs therefore play a role in the hydrological cycle (Pan et al., 2004), including the oc-58

currence of droughts and floods (Algarra et al., 2019). Moreover, LLJs over coastal wa-59

ters influence sea-surface temperatures by driving the upwelling of cold nutrient-rich wa-60
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ters with implications for the regional ecosystems and economic activities (Semedo et61

al., 2016).62

In the classical theoretical description of inertial oscillations, LLJs develop due to63

the decoupling of nocturnal winds from the surface friction by the formation of a near-64

surface temperature inversion (Blackadar, 1957; Van de Wiel et al., 2010). These con-65

ditions typically occur over land at night, particularly during cloud-free conditions that66

allow strong radiative cooling near the surface (Sisterson & Frenzen, 1978; Beyrich, 1994).67

The associated weaker friction due to reduced eddy viscosity enables acceleration of the68

airflow aloft (Ziemann et al., 2020; Fiedler et al., 2013), with the development of a pro-69

nounced super-geostrophic wind speed maximum in the course of the night (Shapiro &70

Fedorovich, 2010). Such undisturbed inertial oscillations are a widely known formation71

mechanism of LLJs and are often called Nocturnal LLJs (NLLJ). In reality, the devel-72

opment of NLLJs diverts from the ideal fully decoupled and undisturbed inertial oscil-73

lation that was theoretically described by Blackadar (1957), due to reduced but not elim-74

inated frictional effects (B. J. Van de Wiel et al., 2010), the occurrence of intermittent75

turbulence at night (B. Van de Wiel et al., 2003) and non-stationary environmental con-76

ditions (E. W. Luiz & Fiedler, 2022). Moreover, LLJs with a co-occurring temperature77

inversion can also be driven by other mechanisms, e.g., in the absence of nocturnal cool-78

ing. For example, LLJs can be formed when a near-surface temperature inversion is formed79

by warm air advection over relatively cool near-surface air. The associated tilt of the iso-80

baric surfaces leads to a thermal wind that under certain conditions can manifest itself81

as a LLJ. LLJs have further been connected to synoptic- and mesoscale dynamical sys-82

tems (G. T.-J. Chen et al., 2006; Li & Du, 2021; Corrêa et al., 2021; E. Luiz & Fiedler,83

2023).84

LLJs are known to occur in different regions around the world that favor the de-85

velopment of different types. Common locations for LLJ occurrence are coastal upwelling86

regions (Lima et al., 2022), hot deserts (Heinold et al., 2013; Fiedler et al., 2013) and87

continental polar regions (Tuononen et al., 2015; Heinemann & Zentek, 2021). LLJs in88

hot desert areas are usually NLLJs, although a fraction of the LLJs are connected to con-89

vective cold pools (Heinold et al., 2013). LLJs in hot deserts have strong implications90

for the formation of dust storms (Fiedler et al., 2013; Z. Han et al., 2022). Likewise, LLJs91

happening in continental polar regions (PLLJs), or cold deserts, are generated by the92

stabilization of the atmospheric boundary layer via near-surface cooling or warm air ad-93

vection (Heinemann & Zentek, 2021). Other mechanisms for LLJ formation over cold94

deserts were also identified. The topography, for example, can lead to the formation of95

barrier winds, katabatic flows and tip jets, all of which may form wind profiles that can96

meet the LLJ criteria (Tuononen et al., 2015). In zones of high baroclinicity, such as syn-97

optic or mesoscale fronts along an ice edge, the vertical shear of the geostrophic wind98

and surface friction can lead to the generation of baroclinic LLJs (Jakobson et al., 2013;99

Heinemann et al., 2021).100

Coastal low-level jets (CLLJs) usually occur offshore of the west coast of different101

continents, e.g. USA, Chile/Peru, Australia, and Africa (Lima et al., 2022), with sea-102

sonal differences that depend on the region. In general, the differential heating leads to103

the formation of a high-pressure system over the ocean and a thermal low over land. The104

associated pressure differences lead to strong winds. Since the warm air subsides in the105

high pressure above the Marine Atmospheric Boundary Layer, and cooler, moist and well-106

mixed air resides above the ocean surface, the development of a temperature inversion107

in some distance to the surface happens (Beardsley et al., 1987). Reduced frictional ef-108

fects in the inversion layer allow the formation of a CLLJ, which is not unlike the con-109

dition for a NLLJ, but occurs in this case also during the day and at higher levels, with110

a maximum usually in the lowest 1000ṁ a.g.l. (Garreaud & Muñoz, 2005; Soares et al.,111

2014; Ranjha et al., 2013).112
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Figure 1. Location of the grid points selected for the analysis of LLJ types and the ra-

diosonde (RS) sites for the evaluation of LLJs in ERA5.

Multiple studies for individual processes driving LLJs in different world regions ex-113

ist, yet there is no global climatology accounting for more than single LLJ types with114

details on their relative occurrence frequencies and characteristics. In the present study,115

we take advantage of the spatially and temporally complete meteorological data with a116

sufficiently high spatial and temporal resolution as provided by the ERA5 reanalysis for117

1992–2021 and an automated detection algorithm for LLJs to better understand LLJs118

from a global perspective. As we will see later, ERA5 is adequate for compiling a global119

LLJ climatology. Our focus is on three main aspects: (1) the global quantification of dif-120

ferently driven LLJs, (2) the characterization of governing physical processes of LLJ in121

occurrence hotspot regions distributed across the world and (3) an assessment of past122

trends for LLJs with global warming. In so doing, we present a comprehensive global cli-123

matology of LLJs accounting for the different physical driving mechanisms for their de-124

velopment.125

2 Data and Methods126

2.1 ERA5127

ERA5 is the latest global reanalysis dataset from the European Centre for Medium-128

range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) (Hersbach et al., 2020). ERA5 combines a state-129

of-the-art weather model with historical measurements (satellites, weather stations, etc.)130

to obtain a spatially and temporally consistent dataset covering the years since 1940. ERA5131

provides global output for many different meteorological variables (Y. Han et al., 2021)132

on a grid with a horizontal resolution of about 30 km and 137 vertical levels. About 20133

levels are within the first 1000m a.g.l. giving a suitable vertical resolution to study LLJs.134

The temporal resolution of the output is variable, with hourly intervals being the finest135

resolution. For this work, we used data for wind speed, humidity, temperature and pres-136

sure on the model levels with a three-hourly resolution for 1992–2021 to compile the LLJ137

climatology over 30 years.138

2.2 LLJ detection and classification139

The identification and analysis of the LLJs in ERA5 are based on an automated140

detection algorithm developed earlier for the ERA-Interim reanalysis of ECMWF (Fiedler141
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Figure 2. Validation of LLJ occurrence frequency in ERA5. Shown are the monthly mean

number of LLJs detected in ERA5 and radiosondes at different sites. The comparison was done

for the years 2014 or 2015, as stated in the title of the figures, due to the availability of ra-

diosonde data. The selection of the sites (see Figure 1) is such that different climatic conditions

are covered.

et al., 2013). We follow the same approach, except that we here do the initial identifi-142

cation of LLJ based on the wind speed profiles alone. This choice is made to allow the143

additional identification of LLJs that are not formed in the presence of a near-surface144

temperature inversion for a holistic analysis of different LLJ types. The criteria in the145

algorithm are set such that the algorithm detects LLJs with a characteristic nose-like146

wind profile as in Fiedler et al. (2013) and E. W. Luiz and Fiedler (2022). The LLJ core147

was identified as the wind speed maximum in the lowest 1000m a.g.l. that satisfies the148

following criteria. First, a low-level wind speed maximum is identified as an LLJ if the149

vertical shear in the wind speed is more negative than –0.005 s-1 in the 500m deep layer150

above the LLJ core. Second, we require a difference in the wind speed between the same151

layers of at least 2ms−1. Both these criteria ensure a nose-like profile and exclude am-152

biguous cases. The detection algorithm was applied in every grid point to the three-hourly153

profiles over thirty years from ERA5.154

The statistical analysis of the LLJ output lead the separation of the analysis into155

three different regions. Non-polar land areas, which has the prevalence of NLLJs follow-156

ing the classical inertial oscillation theory at night were called land LLJ (LLLJ). Polar157

land regions, which present a high frequency of NLLJs, but also a high ammount of LLJs158

from different sources, were called Polar LLJ (PLLJ). Near-coast regions with a area of159

20 grid points around any land were called Coastal LLJ (CLLJ). The latter present the160

most different formation mechanism, as we will see later. Figure 1 marks the locations161

for the assessment of the dynamics of the different LLJ types at the mentioned regions.162
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We selected profiles in different locations where LLJs frequently form. From each of those163

praces, the grid point with the highest frequency of occurrence was selected to better un-164

derstand the dynamics of LLJs through performing composite analyses. The selected re-165

gions are the following.166

• A location in Antarctica and in Greenland were selected for studying PLLJs.167

• For CLLJ, six locations over the ocean were picked. The Benguela current and the168

coasts of West USA, Chile/Peru, West Africa, West Australia and Oman.169

• LLLJs were analyzed in the hot desert climates of the Saharan desert in Chad in170

North Africa and the Taklamakan desert in China, a region with semi-arid climate171

in Brazil and a temperate climate in Germany.172

For the dynamical assessment of the LLJs, we used two different metrics for the173

atmospheric stability and the momentum flux, namely the vertical gradient in the vir-174

tual potential temperature (∆θv) and the Richardson Number (Ri). A stably stratified175

air layer is characterized by an increase of θv with height. We here require ∆θv > 0.001176

Km−1 for stable conditions to inform us about the co-occurrence of inversions with LLJs.177

Moreover, Ri provides information on the influence of the tendency of shear-induced ver-178

tical mixing which can be strong during LLJs. Large Ri values imply that the effect of179

the stable stratification is stronger than the effect of shear-driven turbulent mixing. The180

critical threshold for the transition between stable and unstable conditions is about 0.25,181

i.e., turbulence occurs when Ri is smaller than this threshold (Peng et al., 2022).182

2.3 Validation of approach183

We validated to what extent observed LLJs are reproduced by ERA5, applying the184

automated detection algorithm for LLJs to co-located profiles from ERA5 and radioson-185

des. To that end, we selected stations with quality-controlled radiosondes (RSs), obtained186

from the department of Atmospheric Science of the University of Wyoming. The cho-187

sen stations encompass different climates around the world and are situated in Perth (Aus-188

tralia), Lindenberg (Germany), Santa Maria (Brazil), Niamey (Niger), Danmakshavn (Green-189

land), and Akita (Japan). Figure 1 shows the locations of the analyzed sites. Although190

some of the RSs have been assimilated, it is useful to make this comparison. ERA5 for191

instance also assimilates data from satellite measurements and surface meteorological192

stations, assigns different weights to the different datasets for generating the analysis,193

performs an interpolation of the observation in time and space to match the model grid,194

and also depends on the forecast model state at the time of assimilation which is jointly195

influencing the analysis. Hence, we expect differences in the LLJs in RSs and ERA5 which196

we indeed see, but the general temporal variability of LLJs follows very similar patterns197

in across the different sites assessed here.198

Specifically, the month-to-month variability in detected LLJs from the RSs is well199

reproduced by ERA5. Figure 2 shows the monthly co-variability of the number of LLJs200

in ERA5 and the RSs during one year at the sites. From those, the Probability of De-201

tection (POD), comparing ERA5 to the RSs, ranged from 0.47 in Lindenberg (Germany)202

to 0.73 in Perth (Australia). The False Alarm Rate (FAR) ranged from 0.32 in Akita203

(Japan) to 0.6 in Niamey (Niger). Testing other sites than the ones included here led204

to similar results (not shown). It suggests that the month-to-month variability in the205

LLJ frequency of occurrence is reasonably well represented by ERA5. Also, the charac-206

terization of the LLJs by ERA5 is sufficiently good for our purposes. The average wind207

speed at the LLJ core was for instance very similar in ERA5 and the RSs (∼11ms−1)208

with the LLJ core heights being underestimated by ERA5, with an average of 417m in209

ERA5 against 537m in the RSs of the analyzed sites. Note that the global average and210

averages over other sites can deviate from these numbers. For example, the ERA5 av-211
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erage LLJ core in Lindenberg (Germany) was slightly higher in ERA5, while in Santa212

Maria (Brazil) and Niamey (Niger), they were much lower.213

Figure 3. Spatial pattern of the occurrence frequency of LLJs in percent of all profiles.

Shown are (a–c) the total frequency of occurrence of LLJs, (d–f) the frequency of occurrence

of LLJs during stable conditions from the surface until the LLJ core, and (g–l) the same as (d–f)

but for the lowest 100m a.g.l. The left column shows the mean over all months, the middle for

December, January, and February (DJF), and the right column for June, July, and August (JJA).

*Stable LLJs were considered when ∆θv > 0.001Km−1, i.e. when we found the presence of a

temperature inversion. The results are based on ERA5 for 1992–2021.

3 Results214

3.1 Global LLJ occurrence215

The global climatology of the frequency of occurrence of LLJs highlights several216

regional hotspots, including the continental polar regions and the offshore regions off the217

west coast of continents. Moreover, hot desert regions frequently witness LLJs, e.g. the218

Sahara and the Taklamakan deserts. Figure 3a–c shows the global frequency of LLJs av-219

eraged for all months, for winter and summer. Some regions show a pronounced seasonal220

variability in the LLJ occurrence frequency. Take for instance the Australian West Coast221

and Oman’s East Coast, which have a maximum LLJ occurrence in just one of the two222

seasons (Figure 3b–c). Other regions have relatively similar LLJ occurrence throughout223

the year with slight differences in the exact location of the regional maximum, e.g. a small224

North-South difference in the maximum at the West African Coast. Also the land re-225

gions near the poles, namely Greenland and Antarctica, frequently see LLJs which are226

slightly more often occurring during polar night.227

Figure 3d-i shows the frequency of occurrence of LLJs in the presence of a temper-228

ature inversion layer. Here, we compute the atmospheric stability based on the vertical229
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Figure 4. Spatial patterns of LLJ characteristics. Shown are the means for (a) wind speeds

and (b) heights in the core of LLJs, and (c–f) the seasonal differences in the mean for December,

January, and February (DJF), and June, July, and August (JJA). The dashed areas mask regions

where the LLJ frequency of occurrence was smaller than 15%. The results are based on ERA5 for

1992–2021.

gradient in the virtual potential temperature from the surface until the LLJ core (Fig-230

ure 3 d–f) and in the lowest 100m a.g.l. (Figure 3g–i). LLJs in the absence of an inver-231

sion layer are typically less frequent. Coastal LLJs typically have no near-surface tem-232

perature inversion (e.g. in the lowest 100m a.g.l), but present it accounting for all lay-233

ers below the LLJ core, as indicated by the higher frequency of occurrence of LLJs for234

these conditions. Over regions offshore of coasts, we typically see a well-mixed marine235

boundary layer at the lowest levels underneath the LLJ core with an inversion above it.236

Most of LLJs without an inversion in the lowest levels happen over the ocean at up-welling237

regions west of the continents. On land, most of the LLJs happen with the presence of238

a near-surface temperature inversion, with formation mechanisms connected to inertial239

oscillations. During NLLJ, we still have a lower amount of weaker LLJs when the tem-240

perature inversion is broken by surface warming, which may account for the LLJs with-241

out the inversion presence. A detailed analysis of the vertical structure of the atmosphere242

for the different LLJ types and regions will be done in the next chapters.243

The global mean in the frequency of occurrence of LLJs is 21%. It is important to244

mention that this is an average over all grid points and the regions closest to the poles245

have a higher weight. The mean frequencies for LLJs with a simultaneous appearance246

of an inversion measured by ∆θv > 0.001 Km−1 from surface until the LLJ core (in the247

lowest 100m a.g.l.) occur in 15% (12%) of the profiles. The slight difference in the oc-248

currence frequency of the LLJs with inversion layers at different altitudes can be explained249

by the neutral to unstable stratification close to ocean surfaces that become more sta-250

bly stratified with increasing height. Specifically, the frequency of occurrence of LLJs251
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Figure 5. Statistics of different LLJ types at the selected locations. Shown are the (a) LLJ

frequency of occurrence in % of all profiles, (b) percentage of LLJs with co-occurring virtual po-

tential temperature gradient of ∆θv > 0.001Km−1 in the lowest 100m a.g.l., (c) percentage of

LLJs with the Richardson Number in the below the LLJ core Ri > 0.25, (d) statistics of the wind

speed and (e) height of the LLJ cores showing the means (red), quartiles (box), and the 25 and

75 percentiles (whiskers). The vertical dashed lines separate (left to right) PLLJs, LLLJs, and

CLLJs. The locations are marked in Figure 1.

averaged over oceans for all LLJ cases, with a stable stratification below the LLJ core252

and those with a surface temperature inversion in the lowest 100ṁ a.g.l is 15%, 8% and253

5%, respectively. On land, the differences associated with a temperature inversion are254

less apparent, with average frequencies of occurrence of LLJs of 28–32%. On average,255

the frequency of occurrence of LLJs on land is higher than over the oceans, because many256

regions over the ocean have very small LLJ frequency of occurrence. This can be seen257

by the mask made for regions with frequency of occurrence smaller than 15% from Fig-258

ure 4.259

3.2 Global LLJ characteristics260

Globally averaged, the mean wind speed of LLJs is about 12ms−1, with a differ-261

ence at the order of 10% (< 1ms−1) when we compute the average over ocean and land262
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regions separately. The mean height of the LLJ cores differs more between the ocean with263

419m against land with 325m. The global average of the LLJ core height is 371m. Ac-264

counting for the co-occurrence of a temperature inversion for LLJs has a marginal in-265

fluence on the globally averaged wind speed and height of the LLJ cores. The average266

height of LLJs for regions with frequencies of occurrence higher than 15% and a co-occurring267

temperature inversion, measured by ∆θv > 0.001 Km−1 underneath the LLJ core, is for268

instance 387m.269

Figure 4a–b shows the spatial patterns of wind speed and height of the LLJ cores270

averaged for 1992–2021 with a mask over the regions with frequency of occurence smaller271

than 15%. The value of 15% was chosen in this study as an objective criterion to ana-272

lyze the regions with the main LLJ types defined here. The LLJ heights in both Antarc-273

tica and Greenland are less than 200m a.g.l. which is lower compared to most other re-274

gions. The wind speed in the core of LLJs in these cold deserts is around 12ms−1 which275

is stronger compared to most other land regions. Over ocean regions, stronger wind speeds276

in LLJ cores are seen in the extra-tropical storm tracks of both hemispheres, at around277

latitudes of 50◦. Here the LLJ profiles can be connected with frontal systems associated278

with extra-tropical cyclones. Interestingly, the height of LLJ cores increases over oceans279

from the poles towards the equator, consistent with the deeper boundary layer over warmer280

tropical waters relative to cooler sea-surface temperatures towards the poles.281

Seasonal differences in the LLJ intensity show a remarkably consistent hemispheric282

asymmetry, with typically stronger (weaker) LLJs across most of the summer (winter)283

hemisphere compared to the annual mean (Figure 4c–f). The asymmetry in the LLJ strength284

is most pronounced in the extra-tropics than in the tropics consistent with the stronger285

seasonal variation in near-surface temperatures. Typically higher summertime bound-286

ary layers over land in the extra-tropics also lead to regionally higher LLJ cores relative287

to the annual mean, e.g., for many mid-latitude regions in the northern hemisphere and288

over Australia during the summer seasons. An interesting opposite behavior of the de-289

scribed seasonality of the regional LLJ characteristics in the extra-tropics is seen along290

the coast of Oman. Here, the wind speed and height of the LLJ cores are higher (lower)291

during the winter (summer) months compared to the annual mean, due to its different292

driving mechanism: the Indian Monsoon (Ranjha et al., 2015).293

3.3 LLJ Regions294

We analyze LLJ dynamics in more detail for the three different regions inspired by295

existing classifications from the literature (see Methods Section for details), namely non-296

polar land low-level jets (LLLJs), coastal low-level jets (CLLJs) and polar low-level jets297

(PLLJs). Examples of averaged wind profiles for the year 2018 are found in Figure S1298

from all locations marked in Figure 1. PLLJs were the strongest and lowest LLJs amongst299

the locations assessed here. In Antarctica, LLJs can have core wind speeds exceeding 20ms−1
300

at heights well below 200m a.g.l.. The PLLJs are, therefore, much lower than LLJs formed301

by reduced dynamical friction in hot deserts. The LLLJs locations presented the high-302

est cores compared to all LLJ locations assessed, e.g., the Bodélé Depression in Chad,303

North Africa, has high NLLJ cores around 500m a.g.l. in the mean for 2018.304

We systematically assessed the regional LLJ differences by statistical analyses over305

the entire 30-year period with Figure 5, including atmospheric stability metrics, height306

and speed of the LLJ cores as well as the frequency of occurrence of the LLJs. Again,307

we can see the lower heights and higher wind speeds of PLLJs, while the highest LLJs308

are found at the LLLJ locations. CLLJs and LLLJs have similar wind speed character-309

istics. Most LLLJs coincide with stable stratification directly below the LLJ core, which310

allows for the balance of shear-induced mixing of momentum by the LLJ. This can be311

seen by the high simultaneity of LLJs and Richardson Numbers larger than 0.25 from312

surface until the LLJ core. The Brazilian site is an exception with less than 50% of the313
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LLJs having Richardson numbers exceeding 0.25. It implies that the LLJs here are typ-314

ically less stable compared to the other locations, which implies some downward mix-315

ing of momentum. This aspect is further assessed in the following.316

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of different LLJ types. Depicted are the conditions for the the-

ory of an inertial oscillation (Blackadar, 1957) and the LLJ types analyzed in this study.

3.3.1 Non-polar land low-level jets (LLLJ)317

In general, LLLJ regions present high frequency of NLLJs, which are formed by a318

mechanism similar to a inertial oscillation and usually occur during the night, when ra-319

diative cooling allows the formation of a near-surface temperature inversion. These mech-320

anisms are schematically depicted in Figure 6a–b following the idealized theory of an in-321

ertial oscillation from (Blackadar, 1957) and accounting for non-stationary effects that322

are common in reality. The average frequency of occurrence over LLLJ areas is about323

20%, with 75% of them coinciding with a near-surface temperature inversion. From the324

picked LLLJ locations (Figure 5), more than 50% of the LLLJ profiles coincide with a325

near-surface temperature inversion, measured by a mean of ∆θv > 0.001 Km−1 over the326

lowest 100m a.g.l.. Similarly, a stable stratification underneath the most LLLJ locations327

allows a relatively stable development of LLJs, as measured by Ri > 0.25.328

To better understand the development of NLLJs, Figure 7a–b shows a case study329

for an NLLJ in North Africa with a wind speed profile that is closest to the mean NLLJ330

profile for 2018. We see the transition from a well-mixed daytime boundary layer to the331

evening formation of a near-surface inversion. It implies increasing static stability after332

sunset (19 LST) initially seen as an increase in θv with height close to the surface. This333
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Figure 7. Case studies for the development of different LLJ types representative of their re-

spective mean at the same location. Shown are the vertical profiles of (left) the wind speed and

(right) the virtual potential temperature for the LLJ location and time stated in the title. The

solid black lines are the wind profile of the selected LLJ that is most similar to the average for

the LLJs at the same location in 2018. Shading marks the area of ±1σ, one standard deviation.

Colored lines are the profiles for different hours before and after the selected LLJ to illustrate the

development.

development continues by further surface cooling, deepening of the inversion layer up to334

600m a.g.l. in the course of the night. Simultaneously an NLLJ develops with the char-335

acteristic nocturnal acceleration of the air motion several hundred meters above the sur-336

face with a maximum at 04 LST and a subsequent slight deceleration associated with337

the turning of the wind field driven by the Coriolis force. The mid-morning breakdown338

of the NLLJ is associated with morning heating leading to a well-mixed boundary layer339

at 10 LST. At that time, the momentum of the NLLJ has been transferred to the sur-340

face and the core now appears about 100m higher than at night.341

The development of NLLJs at the Brazilian location can behave differently caus-342

ing the lowest number of stable LLJs (compare Figure 5). Figure 7c–d shows the case343

study for a NLLJ in Brazil that is close to the 2018 mean. The wind speed profile of the344

NLLJ has characteristics similar to North Africa. However, in Brazil the inversion and345

hence the stability during the NLLJ was much weaker directly underneath the NLLJ and346

shallower until midnight compared to North Africa. The inversion decayed already dur-347

ing the night, specifically a well-mixed boundary layer is seen at 03 LST interrupting the348

nocturnal acceleration of the air motion. The momentum is subsequently transfered to-349

wards the surface causing the disappearance of the NLLJ already at 06 LST, much ear-350

lier than in North Africa.351

In both case studies the wind speed in the core of the NLLJ is sub-geostrophic through-352

out the lifetime and there is no ideal change in the wind direction over time as one would353

expect from the theory of (Blackadar, 1957) (not shown). Deviations from the theory354

are to be expected since the assumption of stationarity is not fulfilled. Some cases, how-355

ever, can show supergeostrophy. We see, for instance, for the NLLJ case study for Ger-356

many, a clear circular cyclonic change in the wind direction in the course of the night357

leading to a supergeostrophic wind speed in the NLLJ core, e.g., at 23 LST and 01 LST358
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(Figure S2). Supergeostrophy is expected from the theory but it is predicted to be a much359

smoother and gradual development, indicating that also in this case study non-stationary360

effects influenced the development of the NLLJ.361

3.3.2 Polar low-level jets (PLLJ)362

PLLJs are common throughout the year and mostly co-occur with a temperature363

inversion (Figure 5), namely in 90% of the cases in Antarctica and Greenland. The av-364

erage frequency of occurrence of PLLJ over Antartica and Greenland is very high, about365

59%; with some locations having values above 90%. This is broadly consistent with pre-366

vious studies (e.g. Tuononen et al. (2015); Heinemann and Zentek (2021)). The devel-367

opment of PLLJs is similar to inertial oscillations that one expected due to near-surface368

inversion formed by little irradiance in polar nights causing low surface temperatures through-369

out the day for several months (Figure 6c). The very high frequency of LLJs coincid-370

ing with a near-surface temperature inversion (99%) at PLLJ regions suggest other dif-371

ferent driving mechanism than NLLJs, since they also happen during day time. PLLJs372

can then be further favored by the cold surface, complex topography and baroclinicity373

(Tuononen et al., 2015).374

Figure 7e–f shows a case study for Antarctica. It shows a snapshot of a long-lived375

PLLJ with a core at around 100m with wind speeds of more than 20ms−1. It occurs dur-376

ing stably stratified conditions that show only little variation over time with a partic-377

ularly strong inversion around the LLJ core. Similar conditions can also be seen in Green-378

land (not shown). The case studies at both locations also showed a circular change of379

the wind direction over time, with a clockwise (anticlockwise) turning in Greenland (Antarc-380

tica) due to the Coriolis force. The selected case shown here for Antarctica also reached381

supergeostrophic wind speeds in the LLJ core, but this is not always the case, as sug-382

gested by the subgeostrophic PLLJ in a case assessed over Greenland (not shown).383

Most continental LLJs, thus PLLJs and NLLJs have wind directions depending on384

the regional weather patterns causing differently oriented geostrophic wind vectors (Fig-385

ure S3). It is interesting that they have a clearly prevailing direction per location. North386

African NLLJs, for instance, primarily have northeasterly directions (Figure S4), con-387

sistent with earlier findings based on another reanalysis (Fiedler et al., 2013). The largest388

spread in LLJ directions is seen for the location in Germany, consistent with different389

weather patterns driving LLJs there (E. W. Luiz & Fiedler, 2022).390

3.3.3 Coastal low-level jets (CLLJ)391

Most CLLJs form offshore off the west coast of continents. On average, the frequency392

of occurrence over the coast (19%) is bit higher than the frequency of occurrence over393

all ocean (15%). Differently from LLLJ regions, we can see some hotspots with values394

close to 90% for the CLLJ regions. These LLJs develop under different conditions than395

NLLJs and PLLJs (Figure 6d). CLLJs are rarely associated with a near surface temper-396

ature inversion. They occur most often during neutral to unstable atmospheric condi-397

tions in the mean over the lowest 100m a.g.l.. The case study for West Africa shows that398

the boundary layer is rather neutral stratified close to the surface and becomes stably399

stratified around the CLLJ core (Figure 7g–h). Above the LLJ core, θv particularly strongly400

increased with height; an indicative of a stable stratification. Amongst CLLJ locations,401

Oman has most frequently a near-surface inversion, but this is still about 50% of the cases;402

less frequent than for PLLJs and most LLLJs (Figure 5b).403

Depending on their location, CLLJs might undergo a strong seasonal cycle. The404

Benguela CLLJ, for example, can occur throughout the year, with differences in its mean405

frequency and the location of the maximum. Such differences depend primarily on the406

zonal pressure gradient near the surface (Lima et al., 2019). Differently, the seasonal cy-407
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cle of CLLJ in Australia is strong, with a maximum in the frequency of occurrence dur-408

ing austral summer. The Oman CLLJ is unique by its location, synoptic forcing and its409

link to South Asia Monsoon (Ranjha et al., 2015). Hence it behaves differently through-410

out the year, with a maximum frequency of occurrence during July and August. The wind411

directions of CLLJs are typically parallel to the coastlines and usually towards the equa-412

tor (S3 and S4). Again, Oman is the exception due to it’s different dynamical forcing.413

3.4 Past changes of LLJs414

We assess to what extent LLJs might have changed during the past decades by com-415

puting linear trends (Figure 8a). The global averaged frequency of occurrence trend is416

of 0.02%/year. There are regionally positive trends in the annually averaged frequency417

of occurrence of LLJs in the Arctic and eastern equatorial regions of the Atlantic and418

Pacific. The location with the largest positive trend is seen in the southern part of the419

Caribbean Sea. The positive trends in the Arctic and also in southern Greenland and420

western USA were especially strong during boreal winter. Amongst the selected loca-421

tions for case studies, Chile/Peru had also an increase in the LLJ frequency of occur-422

rence over time that is statistically significant at the 95% level of significance. Negative423

trends in the frequency of occurrence of LLJs are seen in the southern Indian Ocean, and424

to the southwest of the regions with positive trends in the Atlantic and Pacific. There425

is also a strong negative trend in the Barents Sea, which is most pronounced during bo-426

real winter. Also, Northeast of the Oman LLJ region, a strong negative trend was seen427

during boreal summer, but is not seen in the annual mean. Amongst the locations for428

case studies, only Chile/Peru presented a positive trend.429

Trends in the LLJ core wind speed (Figure 8b) are typically negative (positive) North430

(South) of 20 degrees North, with a global average of 0.02ms−1year−1. Most positive431

trends are seen over Antarctica, central and northeast Africa, and offshore of the west-432

ern coasts of Africa. Negative trends were detected over central and eastern Europe, north-433

ern India, and the northern Pacific. Amongst the locations for case studies, Antarctica,434

Chile/Peru, North Africa, and West Africa had positive trends in the LLJ wind speed,435

whereas Germany had a negative trend.436

4 Discussion437

Some regions have seen higher frequency and intensity of LLJs over the past 30 years.438

Over the Amazon region, for example, the mean frequency of occurrence is relatively low,439

but our results indicate an increase in their frequency and intensity. These trends can440

imply changes in the precipitation in the Southern Amazonia and the La Plata River Basin.441

For instance, the amount of atmospheric moisture transported by the South American442

LLJ is comparable to the Amazon River (Arraut et al., 2012). This may increase the cli-443

mate change impacts related to changes in land use (particularly deforestation) due to444

its influence on the water cycle (Zemp et al., 2014).445

LLJs frequently form in desert areas such as Northern Africa (Fiedler et al., 2013).446

The NLLJs in Northern Africa play an important role in emitting mineral dust into the447

atmosphere (Schepanski et al., 2009; Heinold et al., 2013; Knippertz & Todd, 2012), which448

are known for several different impacts in the Earth system (Prospero et al., 2002; Wash-449

ington et al., 2003). In some parts of North Africa, specifically in the Sahel, our results450

suggest a decreasing frequency of occurrence but little change elsewhere. The intensity451

of NLLJs, however, has increased over comparably larger regions in eastern parts of North452

Africa, including the Bodélé Depression in Chad which has been named as the dustiest453

place on Earth. These trends might have led to a change in regional dust storm frequency454

and intensity, e.g., a tendency to more intense dust storms associated with NLLJs in the455

Bodélé Depression and beyond.456
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Figure 8. Past trends for LLJs for 1992–2021. Shown are the statistically significant linear

trends in (a) the frequency of occurrence of LLJs and (b) the wind speed in the LLJ core. The

results are based on ERA5 and for a 95% level of significance using the Mann Kendal test.

Changes in LLJs over the ocean can have implications for the transport of mois-457

ture, known to play a role in the hydrological cycle in several regions of the world, e.g.,458

for the Asian monsoon systems. In particular, the Gulf of Bengal and the Indian Ocean459

function as primary reservoirs of moisture for the India Monsoon LLJ, the Southeast Asia460

Monsoon LLJ, and the China Monsoon LLJ (Algarra et al., 2019). We found no signif-461

icant changes in the frequency of occurrence of the India Monsoon LLJ. However, in off-462

shore regions along the coast of Oman and Somalia, we can see an increase in the LLJ463

intensity, while Northern India experiences a negative trend in the mean LLJ wind speed.464

These changes may have repercussions on the moisture advection potentially affecting465

precipitation formation downwind during the Indian summer monsoon.466

We can see large areas with positive trends in wind speed at the LLJ core, and also467

at the fixed level of 100m (not shown). Close to the surface (2–10m), previously reported468

trends in wind speed are negative in different parts of the world (McVicar et al., 2012).469

The authors point to a global decrease in the wind speed near the surface, based on the470

results from different studies. The results discussed here concern the past changes of LLJs.471
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Future trends may not necessarily be the same. For example, Semedo et al. (2016) as-472

sessed changes in CLLJs, through experiments with the CMIP5 model EC-Earth for fu-473

ture scenarios. The model projected the largest regional increase in the frequency of oc-474

currence, intensity, and height of LLJs for the Iberian Peninsula and the Oman CLLJs.475

CLLJ regions show in their study negative trends in the LLJ core wind speed, e.g., in476

West USA and West Africa. Different from the future development, we detected posi-477

tive trends in the frequency of occurrence of CLLJ for the past that were regionally seen478

elsewhere, e.g., in Chile/Peru and West Africa.479

LLJs also have impacts on wind power production, e.g., offshore wind power due480

to the high frequency of occurrence of CLLJs. Locations with more frequent and more481

intense CLLJs can be strongly affected since wind speed at the rotor layer can be strongly482

connected to the LLJ intensities. However, negative impacts on the wind turbines shall483

be also taken into consideration due to the higher shear connected to LLJs (E. W. Luiz484

& Fiedler, 2022). In addition, long LLJ events can also decrease wind variability (Kamath,485

2010; Wimhurst & Greene, 2019), having a positive impact on the grid stability. Increased486

future LLJ frequency could therefore reduce the occurrence of ramp events in offshore487

areas (CLLJs) as well as over land (NLLJs).488

5 Conclusion489

A global climatology of low-level jets (LLJs) based on ERA5 was compiled with490

a focus on different driving mechanisms. The analysis encompasses the years 1992–2021491

using the latest ECMWF reanalysis. Given the improvements in ERA5 compared to its492

predecessors for LLJ analysis (Lima et al., 2022), particularly the higher spatial and tem-493

poral resolution, improved data assimilation schemes, and an increased amount of as-494

similated observations, this study was able to analyze regional circulation features and495

characteristics of the associated LLJs.496

The global mean frequency of occurrence was of 21%, with averages of 32% and497

15% over land and ocean. The results were also presented over three specific regions with498

some differences on the main LLJ formation mechanism, as follow: non-polar land (LLLJ),499

polar (PLLJ) and coastal LLJs (CLLJ). The following findings were found:500

• Over LLLJ areas, the most common LLJ type follows NLLJ formation mechanism,501

which is based by the classical theory of inertial oscillation over land. Interestingly,502

NLLJs are not dominating the LLJ formation from a global perspective, with mean503

occurrence frequencies of 20% over LLLJ regions. Some exceptions over the world504

can be metioned, e.g. the Bodélé Depression which stands out as a desert NLLJ505

hotspot globally.506

• Over PLLJ areas, NLLJ can be also very frequent specially due to the prolonged507

stable and shallow boundary layer in polar winter, making the PLLJs the lowest508

and strongest LLJ. However, due to their extremely high frequencies, getting to509

values higher than 90%, also during day time, they can be further favored by other510

factors e.g. cold polar surfaces and katabatic winds over the ice shelf (Jakobson511

et al., 2013; Heinemann et al., 2021).512

• CLLJs have different characteristics compared to NLLJs and PLLJs. There is no513

surface temperature inversion co-occurring with CLLJs but an elevated inversion514

layer around the core of the CLLJ that maintains their stability. Despite similar515

frequency of occurrence to LLLJ regions (19%), CLLJ present hotspots with val-516

ues around 90%, specially on the west coast of the continents. The favorable con-517

ditions for the CLLJ formation are the presence of an elevated temperature in-518

version, e.g., due to the subsidence of air in the trade wind regions over cold wa-519

ters from coastal upwelling and/or the advection of hot desert air over the rela-520

tively cool marine boundary layer offshore of the coast.521
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Our trend analysis indicates past changes in both the frequency and intensity of522

regional LLJs, including major sources for dust aerosols, polar ice, and moisture trans-523

port. It is currently unclear how these trends will continue with global warming and what524

the implications are, e.g., for climate feedbacks and weather extremes. Given the known525

relevance of LLJs under the current climate conditions, future studies will investigate526

long-term trends for LLJs and the associated implications in a warming world.527
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Introduction  

The manuscript presents a global climatology of low-level jets (LLJ) using the ERA5 

reanalysis. The supporting information presents four Figures, which are not necessary for 

the complete comprehension of the manuscript, but are interesting for a deeper and more 

specific understanding of the LLJ characteristics.  
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Figure S1. Examples of wind speed profiles for the 3 months with the highest LLJ 

frequency of occurrence in 2018. Shown are the averaged LLJ profiles (black) ± standard 

deviation (gray shading) and the mean profiles excluding LLJs (red). The results are based 

on ERA5 at the locations marked in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure S2. Case study representative of a NLLJ in Germany starting on 03 December 2018. 

Shown are the (black) the profiles of the wind speed and (red) the geostrophic wind speed 

to assess the occurrence of supergeostrophy. The hourly horizontal wind components in 
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zonal (u) and meridional direction (v) from 19 local time are shown in the last plot to assess 

the expected turning of the wind field. 

 

 

 

Figure S3. Wind roses for the LLJ cores at the selected locations. Shown are the total 

number of LLJs per wind direction with color-coded wind speeds. The results are based on 

ERA5 for 1992-2021 at the locations marked in Figure 1. 

 

 

 

Figure S4. Zoom-in for spatial patterns of the frequency of occurrence along with the 

prevailing wind direction for one of each LLJ type assessed. Shown are the results for (a) 
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the PLLJ in Greenland, (b) the CLLJ in West Africa, and (c) the NLLJ in North Africa. The 

black dots mark the location for the composite analysis of the LLJ types. 

 

 

 

 


